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Abstract
Manytasks require an agent to monitorits environment,
but little is knownabout appropriate monitoring
strategies to use in particular situations. Ourapproach
is to learn goodmonitoringstrategies with a genetic
programming algorithm. To this end, we have
developed a simple agent programminglanguage in
whichwe represent monitoring strategies as programs
that control a simulatedrobot, and a simulatorin which
the programscan be evaluated. Theeffect of different
environmentsand tasks is determined experimentally;
changingfeatures of the environmentwill changewhich
strategies are learned. Thecorrespondencecan then be
analyzed.

Introduction
It is hard to imaginean agent that does not needto acquire
information about its environment, yet the literature on
strategies for monitoring the environmentis very sparse.
The most commonmonitoring strategies are continuous
(i.e., offload monitoring to a dedicated processor)
periodic (see [1] for a survey). However,whenmonitoring
has a cost and the acquired informationis noisy, periodic
monitoring is provably not optimal. It does not exploit
knowledgethe agent might have about its environmentand
the events being monitored,such as approximateprobability
distributions in time or space for the events. At the same
time, while periodic monitoringis often not optimal, it is
difficult to say tmlytically whatstrategy is optimal or even
close to optimal, because of the multitude of factors that
influencea strategy (e.g., is it better to monitoror take an
action? whenis the best time to monitor? for what? how
should the current state of the environment affect my
monitoring strategy? etc.). Wetherefore use a learning
algorithm to find monitoring strategies appropriate to
environmentsand tasks.
Recent work in automated programminghas shownit
is possible for a genetic algorithm to learn programs; in
particular, programsthat control a robot’s behavior(see [2]
for an overview). Weuse genetic programmingto discover

monitoring strategies that are difficult or impossible to
derive analytically.
Specifically, our algorithm generates programsthat
movea simulated robot around a grid world. The agent’s
taskmto get as close as possible to an obstacle without
touching it, given noisy sensor data--usually can be
accomplished more efficiently
if it monitors its
environment;so in most situations, it learns a monitoring
strategy. After we describe the testbed and the way the
robot’s behavior is represented, we will discuss an
experiment in which different monitoring strategies are
learned in environmentswith different features. Wewill
identify a strategy, proportionalreduction, that is in many
cases superior to periodic monitoring.This workis a first
step in setting up a generalclassification schemethat tells us
whento use whichstrategy.

Testbed Description

Wehavebuilt a simulator in whichpopulations of simulated
robots individually operate. Althoughthe simulatedworldis
simple--its only feature is an obstacle, plus dimensionsand
distance--it
allows us to design tasks that require
monitoring behavior to be dealt with effectively. By
varying aspects of the environment and the task, we can
create situations in which we expect different monitoring
strategies will be most advantageous.The environmentalso
serves as a testhed in whichan agent’s monitoringstrategy
can be evaluated.
Our simulated robots all perform a single task: to
reach a goal point in the environment while minimizing
their energy expenditure. Our robots have three sensors,
one to determinethe direction of the goal point, one that
reports contact with an obstacle, and a "sonar" that detects
the presenceof obstacles along the present heading. Arobot
can moveforward,turn left and right, turn itself towardsthe
goal, and use the sonar. Theseare the basic actuator functions. Monitoring meansusing the sonar ~nsor. All these
actions require energy, and an energy deduction is also
chargedfor hitting the obstacle. In the experimentdescribed
in this paper, we were interested in monitoringstrategies
that facilitate the robot’stask, that is, enablethe robotto get
close to the obstacle as possible without touchingit. If
This research was supportedunderthe Intelligent Real-Time as
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nario, however,the sonar sensor includes a noise component, normallydistributed with variance proportional to the
distance measured.A proportionality constant mexpresses
the accuracy of the sensor. A robot must therefore monitor
repeatedly to keep the probability of hitting the obstacle
low, while at the sametime limiting the monitoringcost.

BehaviorRepresentation
Thesimulated robot is controlled by a programconstructed
from a language that consists of actuator commands
(MOVE, TURNLEFT, TURNRIGHT, GETOOALDIR,
MONITOR)
and a few control structures (LOOP,IF, etc.).
The robot’s current knowledgeabout the environmentis held
in environmentalvariables (EVAs).They correspondto the
sensors available to the robot. TwoEVAsare updated
automatically: EVA0--have I reached the goal point? and
EVAl--have I hit an obstacle? Another EVAis required
for explicit monitoring: EVA2--is there an obstacle aheM,
and if so, howfar awayis it?
Anagent operating in a real-time environmentshould
be able to respond to external events immediately.To this
end, the normal execution of a robot’s program can be
interrupted whena sensor value (an EVAvalue) changes.
Parts of programsare designated to he interrupt handlers;
one interrupt handler is associated with each sensor. If an
EVAvalue changes and the corresponding interrupt is
enabled, then the normalprogramflow is interrupted, and
the appropriate handler is executedbefore returning to the
point of interruption.
By disabling and enabling interrupt handlers with
explicit commands, a program can easily give some
behaviorspriority overothers, in effect realizing a behavior
hierarchy. For example, the main program could be
responsible for always movingtowards the goal point and
monitoringperiodically for obstacles, whereasthe sonarassociated interrupt handler (EVA2) wouldhe responsible
for tamingawayfi’om obstacles. It wouldbe executed when
an obstacle is detected ahead--it subsumesthe move-togoal behavior. Such a programwas indeed found whenwe
ran the algorithmon a scenario in whichrobots traversed an
obstacle-laden environment.
Apart from the choice of actuator and control
commands,
the interrupt structure was the only architectural
feature provided, so as to leave the robot as muchfreedom
as possible in developingits programs.
As it is currently implemented,programsare simply
fixed-length linear strings of commands.
This distinguishes
themfrom the LISP-style s-expressions used by Koza[3].
While in some ways simpler and more readable, our
programsdo have the disadvantageof a length restriction.
Wetherefore chose a programlength (30 commands)which
we knew was sufficient to solve the problem. This
restriction also forces the robots to comeup with compact
solutions, which enhancestheir readability and, perhaps,
generality. (In addition, the explicit LOOP
construct makes
our representation concise; complexsequences of events
need not meanlong programs.)

The following exampleprogram(Fig. 1) taken from
an actual run of the learning algorithm, demonstratesthe
proportionalreduction monitoringstrategy:
Proportional reduction: Repeatedly estimate the
distance remaining to the goal and then movea fixed
proportionof the estimated distance.
The proportion determines the probability of overshooting
the goal. It is a property of the proportional reduction
strategy that this probability remains constant after each
monitoringevent.
Within the program’s outer loop, "LOOP4 times",
the "MONITOR:
EVA2" commandis executed repeatedly.
Nested within this loop is a second one, "LOOP(EVA2)
times", whichtakes the current distance to the goal (stored
in EVA2 after monitoring) and loops over its value. Four
MOVEs
are executed in this loop, each moving.I distance
units. Therefore,the proportionalityconstantis .4: the robot
will move.4 times its estimate of the distance remaining
before monitoring again. The command"IF (EVA2) <=
THEN
STOP"terminates the programwhenthe obstacle has
reached a critical distance, the GETOOALDIR
points the
robot towards the goal. The NOPcommandsdo nothing;
they exist only to makelater insertions of new commands
easier.
Interrupts are not explicitly enabledin this program,
so the interrupt handlers are never called. Onlythe EVA2
Mainprogram:
NOP
BOP
TURNLEFT
NOP
LOOP 4 time(s):
LOOP1 time(s)
GETGOALDIR
NOP
NOP
NOP
MONITOR: EVA 2
NOP
DISABLE:EVA 0
NOP
NOP
MOVE
IF
(EVA 2)
<= .5 THEN STOP
NOP
LOOP (EVA 2) times:
LOOP 4 time(s):
NOP
MOVE
EVA 0 interrupt handler:
EVA 1 interrupt handler:
IF (EVA 2) <ffi 4.6 THEN STOP
TURNLEFT
NOP
NOP
EVA 2 interrupt handler:
DISABLE: EVA I
MOVE
NOP
WAIT
Figure 1: An example program for proportional
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handlerhas any real use in this scenario. Onepossible use of
the EVA2 handler could be to test if the robot is close
enoughto the goal instead of doing so in the main loop.
Occasionally, programsdo actually use the EVA2 handier
in this way. This wouldmeanthat the distance is checked
immediatelyafter monitoring,since a changein the distance
monitoredwouldcause the interrupt handier to he called.
Note that this program is not pure proportional
reduction, because there is one MOVE
statement in the main
loop that gets executed independently of the distance
monitored.
The robot’s programsatisfies two goals at the same
time: It controls the robot and describes its strategy.
Strategies can sometimesbe guessedby looking at a trace of
the robot’s actual behavior, but it is preferable to read the
strategy from the programdirectly. This is one reason we
have shied awayfrom parameter-adjusunent algorithms: we
want to be able to read the monitoringstrategies that our
algorithm discovers. As an addedbonus, we can also write
programs that read the monitoring strategies in the
programs. In fact, the data from the experimentdescribed
later were collected automatically by a programthat reads
the programsgenerated by our algorithm.

Theindividual is then assigned a fimess value based
on its average performanceon 12 training pairs (start and
goal points in the environment)that remainfixed during the
learning process. Thefitness of an individual determinesits
chances of survival and reproduction. Fitness consists of
two terms, a closeness-to-goal reward, which grows
quadratically as the distance between the robot’s final
position and the goal decreases, minus the robot’s energy
expenditureon that trial. Asthe goal is alwaysplacedon an
obstacle (there are no other obstacles in the map), and the
penaltyfor hitting it is veryhigh. the robot withthe highest
total fitness is one that goes directly to the goal point, but
stopsjust beforehitting it.
Programs from the best 10%of the population are
copied unchangedinto the new generation. The other 90%
are selected basedon fitness. Weused tournamentselection
with a tournamentsize of two: two individuals are selected
with replacementand the one with the higher fitness value is
chosen. This correspondsto a selection based on the linear
ranking of an individual within the population(ref. [5] for
discussion). These 90%can he affected by mutation or
crossing over: Mutation operator randomly changes
commands,command
parameters, or pointers to interrupt
handlers in the selected individual’s program.The mutation
rate is initially set to affect every 250th command
on
average, but it grows,as does the crossing over rate, during
long periods in whichthe best individual does not improve.
Crossing over simulates sexual reproduction: two random
code segments of equal length are exchangedbetween two
selected individuals.Thecrossingoverrate is initially set to
affect every 10th individual on average.

The Genetic Algorithm
Programsare learned by a process of simulated evolution
known as genetic programming. This technique is
completely analogous to conventional genetic algorithms
(GAs)except that individuals in the population represent
programs(see [4] for an excellent introduction to GAs).
The main difficulty is to ensure that the genetic
Performance
operators, mutation and crossing over, maintain the
program’ssyntactic correctness. Wesolved this problemby
Although the maximum
number of generations was set to
1000, the learning algorithm usually convergedwithin 300
designing the programinterpreter in such a waythat all
individuals that could possibly he generated are legal
to 800 generations. Whenthere was no improvement in
programs. Range restricted values, such as command fitness after 150 generations, the algorithmwasstopped.
numbers and some commandparameters, are taken modulo
Premature convergence was often a problem. We
their maximum
value, forcing them to be legal. (e.g. the
hoped to counteract it by using tournament selection and
EVAnumberin particular commands
has the legal range of
dynamicallyadjusting mutationand crossing over rate to the
0 to 2, so t~king the EVAnumbermodulo3 will legalize
algorithm’s learning rate. Still, there was a considerable
any value). Thesametrick applies to other parameters, such variance on the best individual’s fitness whenthe genetic
as the length of loop bodies, which are taken modulothe
algorithm wasrun repeatediy. For example,one typical test
program length. Interrupt handlers are simply random case wouldproduceindividuals whosefitness values ranged
pointers into the linear array of program commands;a
from 1502 to 1598 (mean1548, standard deviation 36.4),
handler is defined to end whenanother one starts or when correspondingto a set of different monitoringstrategies. As
the end of the programis reached. Therefore, changingthe
the baseline fitness for a programdoingnothing was around
start of an interrupt handler by changingthe pointer, which 1000for this case, this meansa variation of up to 15%in
can happen during a mutation operation, cannot affect
terms of fitness improvement.Although manymonitoring
syntactic correctness.
strategies have commonmodules, which is one of the
reasons a genetic algorithm should be appropriate to this
Learnlne Proc~hlre
problem,once an individual had evolveda suitable strategy,
At the be~nningof each run of the GA,a population of 800
it often dominatedthe rest of the population. Wefinally
individual programsis randomlyinitialized; that is, each
chose to run the genetic algorithm several times so as to
individual is a randomsequence of 30 commands.In each
achievea better approximation
to the best strategy.
generation, every individual is evaluated by running the
The population size of 800 was determined empiriprogram it represents in the simulated environment.
cally: Althoughthe algorithm’sperformance
(in terms of fitBecause programs need not terminate, the simulation is
ness values achieved)generally increased as the population
boundedby the execution of 1000programsteps.
grew, the effect becameweakerafter about 500. The deter-
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mination of code length (30 commands) was handled
similarly.
Experimental Hypotheses
Little is knownabout optimal monitoringstrategies such as
proportionalreduction(or, for that matter, any other strategies besides periodic monitoring). Psychologists have
shownthat 14-year-old children use a form of proportional
reduction monitoring whensolving the "CupcakeProblem,"
whichrequires themto take cupcakesout of an oven before
they burn, relying on an inaccurate internal clock. Ten-yearolds, however,use periodic monitoringfor the sametask,
becausetheir internal clock is less accurate or becausethey
simplyhave not developedthe proportional reduction strategy [6]. Cohendemonstratedthat proportional reduction is
optimalif the cost of missinga deadline does not dependon
howbadly the deadline is missed, but dynamicprogrammingsolutions to a moregeneral problemshowthat proportional reductionis only a close approximation
to the optimal
monitoringstrategy [7].
Wewantedto see if and whenproportional reduction
wouldemergein our simulated robots. Wesuspected that
several features of the environmentand the robot would
influence monitoringstrategy. Theerror in the "sonar" data
was of particular interest, as the proportional reduction
constant should dependdirectly on the sonar noise. A lot of
noise should result in a morecautious program(with a low
constant) that monitors after movingshorter distances. We
hypothesizedthat whensonar data are extremelynoisy, the
proportional reduction strategy wouldshowno advantage
over periodic monitoring,as the data no longer contain any
useful information. (It is easy to showmathematicallythat
periodic monitoringis optimal whenno informationis given
about the occurrenceof an event.)
Theoretically, proportional reduction should show
more of an advantage as the distance betweenthe robot’s
starting position and the goal grows. Imaginea periodic
monitoringstrategy that monitorsevery five distance units;
this strategy will monitorsix times if the distance between
the start state and the goal is 32. Nowimagine a proportional reductionstrategy with .5 as its constant. Onaverage
it will monitoronceto start andthen after traveling 16 units,
then 8, then 4, then 2, then one. But if the distance between
the start and goal states is doubled,the proportional reduction strategy will monitor one additional time, while the
periodic strategy will monitor twice as much.This is why
the advantageof proportional reduction should be moreapparent whenthe start and goal states are moreseparated.
(Notethat this distancecannotbe a specific length, but must
be a range, otherwisethe genetic algorithmwill over adapt
to moveexactly the required distance, completely circumventing any needto monitor.)
To summarizeour hypotheses:
1. If monitoring
error, m,is 0, a robotshouldmonitoronceonly.
2. ThePRconstantbecomes
smalleras mincreases.
morelikely as mincreases and
3. Periodicmonitoringbecomes
pathlengthdecreases.
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Experiment Results
Weran the genetic algorithm on five levels of m, the
monitoringerror (0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0) and three ranges
path length 0-4, 5-10, 12-18). To increase the chances of
getting a goodstrategy in each of these cases, werepeated
the process 10 times with different randomnumberseeds for
the genetic algorithm, taking the overall best program(in
termsof fitness) fromthese runs as our final result.
This programwas then re-tested on 36 start-goal pairs in
each specified length range. Four measures were averaged
over the 36 trials to evaluate the program’sperformanceand
strategy:
1. fitness

2. total cost of monitoring
3. percentageof distance traversed while using proportional
reduction
4. proportionalreductionconstant
The first three measures were calculated by an
evaluation function directly from the program’sexecution
trace. The fourth was determinedmanuallyby looking at the
program; but it should not be hard to automate also. Note
that measure2 basically tells us howmanytimes the agent
monitored,as monitoringhas a fixed cost.
Figure 2 showsthe average fitness values for the
final programon the 36 test pairs. For the mostpart, fitness
values decrease monotonically as m and path length
increase, with the exception of the m=3.0,path length=l--4
situation. Both these effects were predicted: Longerpath
lengths mean higher energy consumption, which lowers
fitness, and higher values of mmean more elaborate and
energy-consumingmonitoring swategies. Note howeverthat
path length has a muchgreater effect than monitoringerror.
Apparently the genetic algorithm copes quite well with
finding good monitoring strategies. An A.NOVA
shows a
clear effect of path length and monitoringerror on fitness
(for both maineffects p <. 0001),but no interaction effect.
The exception mentionedabove is in fact actually
due to the values for the m=l.Oand m=2.0(range 1..4) cases
being too low. In these cases, the robot hit the obstacle once
or twice on the 36 test pairs, whereasit didn’t on the 12
training pairs. Obviouslythe solution to this problemis to
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train on morepairs, but it is a trade-off betweenbetter
results andrun time of the algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the meanmonitoring costs. Wehad
expectedto see monitoringcost increase
aspathlength and
especially monitoring error increases. This prediction is
only partly verified. The expected pattern is distorted
becausewhenthe monitoringerror gets too high, the genetic
algorithm does not comeup with a monitoring strategy at
all, but instead tries to find a different solution such as
deliberately movingpast the goal point (to the left or right)
for a distance that is approximatelythe averageof the path
lengths of its training SeLTable1 gives an overviewof the
best individual’s monitoringstrategy for each test case. As
you can see, in cases m=3.0,path length 5-10; and m=2.0,
path length 5-10, no monitoring strategy was found.
Sometimes(case m=l.0, path length 1-4 and path length 1218), it will combinethe strategy of movingpast the obstacle
with proportional reduction, ensuring that if proportional
reductionfails, it will still nottouchit.
length m=0.0
2
1-4
pR
(**)
5-10 2;PR
12-18 DPR

m =0.5

m=l.0

m=2.0

PR(.7)

2pR
(*) (**)
PR;(.4)
DPR
(*) (**)

PR(.5) check
(**)
(*)(**)
--(*) --(*)
DPR
DPR

DPR
PR(.7)

m=3.O

Key:
PR(c):

proportional
reductionstrategywithproportional
reductionconstant
2:
PR
moves
a proportionof the squareddistanceremaining
DPR: dispropo~onate
reduction:movesa proportionof
distanceremaining
plus a constantdistance.
check: stopsff obstacleis visibleafter monitoring
-:
no monitoring
strategy
(*)
deh’beretelymoves
past 8oalto oneside
(**)
mategyis onlycapableof monitoringonce
Table1: The best individual’s monitoringstrategy
Interestingly, no programmonitors more than once
whenthe path length is very small. Wehad expected the
"monitoronly once"strategy only in the absence of sensor
noise, but apparently, over such short distances, the extra
effort involvedin comingextremelyclose to the goal is not
worth the energy necessary to achieve it. Anothersurprise
is that for longer path lengths and no sensor error, programs
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still monitormorethan once. It is hard to imaginehowthis
could be advantageous.
Someform of proportional reduction was found in
nearly all situations, as Figure4 shows.In fact, in all but
one of the cases where a monitoring strategy was found,
proportional reduction was used. Our hypothesis that peri.
odic monitoring wouldbecomedominantfor high values of
monitoringerror wasnot confirmed.It is important to menUon, however,that periodic monitoring was indeed discovered by the algorithmin several high-monitoring-errorsituations, but its fitness wasslightly lowerthan proportionalreduction. The one clear exception is the m--3.0, range=l--4
case. Here, the robot movesa certain distance, then monitors
for the obstacle. If the obstacle is visible ahead, it stops;
otherwiseit movesa fixed distance further, curving around
the obstacle. This is notable becauseit is not a proportional
reduction strategy, the sensor data are too inaccurate: the
sensor is used only to detect the presenceor absenceof the
obstacle.
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Figure 4: Percentage of the distance between the starting state
and the goal in which the robot uses the proportional
reduction strategy.

The proportional reduction strategy did not usually
manifestitself in its pure form. Frequently,the robot would
movea short distance before beginningto monitor with the
proportional reduction strategy. This is not surprising
because in manyof the trials, the robot was guaranteed a
minimum
distance from the goal by the lower boundon the
path length. Sometimesafter monitoring, in addition to
movinga distance proportional to the remaining distance,
the robot movesa fu~ed distance as well. Wecall this
"dispmporaonatereduction", as the robot is in effea moving
a larger proportionof the distance remainingto the goal as it
gets closer to the goal. In pure proportionalreduction, this
proportion remains constant throughout the strategy. The
example program presented in a previous section implemerited this behavior. Notethat the fixed additional distance
was usually small with respect to the distance movedvia
proportionalreduction. It is therefore very possiblethat the
extra MOVE
commands
that cause it are simply a relict of
the evolutionary process: They did not cause muchharm,
and weretherefore not removedin later generations.
Anothervariant of the original proportional reduction
scheme is something we termed "squared proportional
reduction". In this strategy, the robot monitorsrepeatedly,
and movesa proportion of the squared distance remaining.
It is realized by nesting two EVA2-loops within each other
after the MONITOR
command:

MONITOR:
EVA2
LOOP
(EVA2) zimcs:
LOOP
(EVA2) times:
MOVE
As shownin Table 1, this strategy was learned only
occasionally.In all the situations whereit occurs, the agent
only monitoredonce, or m=0.In the first case, the proportionality constant (which corresponds to the numberof
MOVEs
within the doubly nested loop) can be adjusted to
provide a goodestimate of the distance remaininggiven the
specific path lengths. Asit is expressedhere, wedo not see
squared proportional reduction as a distinct strategy. The
secondcase also seemsto be a form of over-adaptation: the
constant is again adjusted to fit the particular rangeof path
lengths in that situation. Perhapswith squaredproportional
reduction and no monitoringerror, the robot can reach the
goal faster than withproportionalreductionalone.
Our second hypothesis was that the proportionality
constant should decrease as m grows. The proportionality
constantis the proportionof the robot’s estimateddistanceto
the goal that the robot actually movesbefore monitoring
again. Of coursethis constantis only really definedin cases
of unmodified proportional reduction, which limits our
available data points. But the few applicable cases do show
the predicted effect (see Table1). Therange of the constant
decreases from .7 in two of the m=0.5cases to .4 in the
second m=l.Ocase. The constant of .5 in the m=2.0, path
length = 1-4 case should not be weighedtoo strongly as the
robot onlymonitorsoncehere. Evenso, it is still close to the
previous.4 value.
Theevidencefor our other hypotheses,that the robot
will monitor only once whenthere is no monitoring error,
and that periodic monitoring will surpass proportional
reductionas mand path length increase, is not so clear-cut.
The proportional reduction strategy did emerge, but
frequently not in its pure form. Periodic monitoringnever
beat proportional reduction, although it did comeclose in
the m=2.0 cases. Weare lead to believe that periodic
monitoring will only be advantageous when virually no
distance information is given. Weare currently attempting
to showthis mathematically.
Twointeresting newmonitoring strategies emergedones we hadn’t foreseen: disproportionate reduction and
squared proportional reduction. They seem to be quite
complementary in their relationship to unmodified
proportional reduction. The first movesrelatively greater
distances as it approachesthe goad, the secondmovesmore
quicklywhileit is still further away.It is an openquestionif
either of these strategies is really doingsomeuseful, beyond
whatpure proportional reduction can do. But the higher rate
of occurrence for the disproportionate strategy as path
length increases mightbe worthlooking into.
Another phenomenonwas also quite surprising:
Whenthe monitoring error becomestoo large, programs
emergethat u’y to do withoutmonitoring.It was interesting
that the non-monitoring program in the m=2.0, path
length=5-10case had all the constructs to do proportional
reduction, except the actual (and very expensive)monitoring
command.It seems that these particular individuals had
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evolved beyondthe proportional reduction strategy, choosing instead a schemeof passing by the goal point and not
monitoringat all.
Discussion and Future Work
Genetic programmingmight turn out to be a very robust
wayof finding solutions to hard behavioralcontrol problems
such as monitoring.It takes particular advantageof the modularity of programs, combiningthem in different ways to
find novel solutions. Weare pursuingthe idea of learning to
construct programsfrom clearly identified sub-blocks, and
evaluatingthese blocksin terms of their global usefulness.
Genetic algorithms are howeverchallenging in that
they do not guaranteeoptimal results. In our experiment,it
was often difficult to determinewhethera newstrategy is
actually an interesting result, or merely sub-optimal. As
findingthe best possiblesolution is the task at hand,there is
no absolute by whichto judge strategies. Testing strategies
in other domainson similar problems, thus compensating
for over-fitting, could providea moreneutral evaluation
As a follow-up experiment to this one, it wouldbe
interesting to see howwell robots can do if they don’t have
the constructs to implementproportional reduction. Or when
given the freedomto realize moresophisticated strategies,
will proportional reduction still emerge?In what form?For
whatother situations are the discovered strategies useful?
Whatfeatures of the environmentdeterminetheir success?
Clearly the workpresentedhere is only a first step in
achieving an understanding to howthe environmentdetermines what is a goodmonitoring strategy. To do this topic
any justice, manyfurther experiments are necessary. The
ultimate goal must be to find general rules of whento use a
specific strategy; rules that are general enoughto he applicable across domains.
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